
Disclosure for representatives, key figures and employees of supplier companies

The Supplier acknowledges that the provisions of the privacy legislation - Regulation (EU) 2016/679 
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of individuals with 
regard to the processing of personal data, hereinafter “GDPR” - address the processing of perso-
nal data which are solely related to natural persons, acquired and processed by the Client for the 
conclusion and execution of Contracts and that said provisions are not applicable to data referring 
to companies, bodies and associations. For the purposes of this Agreement, the Client may process 
personal data concerning (i) its Suppliers, intended as individual firms or professionals and/or, in 
any case, (ii) the representatives, key figures, employees or collaborators of said Suppliers.

Pursuant to Article 13 of the GDPR, the Supplier declares to be aware that personal data disclosed 
by the same for the conclusion and execution of the Contract are collected and processed by the 
Client, in its capacity as Data Controller, exclusively for purposes related to the Contract itself and its 
associated regulatory, administrative and accounting obligations. This declaration also acknowled-
ges that appropriate procedures and methods are applied (also by means of IT systems), by specially 
appointed internal staff and external collaborators designated as managers or processors of said 
personal data. With regard to personal data processed for the conclusion and execution of this Con-
tract, the Supplier acknowledges that the physical person to whom the data refers (“Data Subject”) 
has the right to access, rectify, restrict, cancel, render portable and oppose the processing of such 
data (Articles 15-22 of the GDPR), as well as the right of complaint to the “Garante” - Authority for 
the protection of personal data.

Supplier are responsible for ensuring the lawful usability of personal data concerning, by way of 
example and without limitation, any of their representatives, key figures, employees and collabora-
tors, which may be disclosed to the Client for the purpose of concluding and executing the Contract. 
This also extends, in particular, to the correct fulfilment of disclosure obligations towards affected 
Data Subjects as well as, where necessary, to the collection of their consent to the processing of 
their personal data by the Client for the aforementioned purposes under the terms set out above.
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